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The oxidized Ag(111) surface has been studied by a combination of experimental and theoretical
methods, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and den-
sity functional theory (DFT). A large variety of different surface structures is found, depending on
the detailed preparation conditions. The observed structures fall into four classes: (a) individually
chemisorbed atomic oxygen atoms, (b) three different oxygen overlayer structures, including the
well-known p(4×4) phase, formed from the same Ag6 and Ag10 building blocks, (c) a c(4×8) struc-
ture not previously observed, and (d) at higher oxygen coverages structures characterized by stripes
along the high-symmetry directions of the Ag(111) substrate. Our analysis provides a detailed expla-
nation of the atomic-scale geometry of the Ag6/Ag10 building block structures, and the c(4×8) and
stripe structures are discussed in detail. The observation of many different and co-existing structures
implies that the O/Ag(111) system is characterized by a significantly larger degree of complexity
than previously anticipated, and this will impact our understanding of oxidation catalysis processes
on Ag catalysts.
PACS numbers: 68.43.Bc, 68.37.Ef
I. INTRODUCTION
The oxidation of the Ag(111) surface is a fascinating
example of how a seemingly simple system can escape a
detailed understanding for decades, in spite of repeated
and thorough efforts. The history of surface science
investigations of the oxidation of Ag(111), briefly re-
viewed recently,1 started back in the sixties and early
seventies with a couple of single crystal studies2,3,4
and took a serious upswing with the investigations
by Rovida et al. in the seventies,5,6 who, in partic-
ular, reported on the now renowned p(4 × 4) phase.
In the following much of the effort was directed to-
wards this phase,1,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21 but
also numerous other studies of more general character
appeared,7,8,10,13,16,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43
as well as works concerned with the re-
activity of O/Ag(111) towards, in par-
ticular, the oxidation of ethene and
methanol.44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62
Only recently the atomic-scale geometric model for
the p(4 × 4) phase was completely revised on the basis
of a combination of scanning tunnelling microscopy
(STM), surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD), and x-ray
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) experiments and
density functional theory calculations.19,20 Subsequent,
detailed low-energy electron diffraction and CO reaction
studies supported this atomic model.43,63 At the same
time an increasing number of studies have indicated that
the phase diagram of the oxidized Ag(111) surface is
more complex than previously anticipated. While earlier
studies only stipulated the existence of the p(4 × 4)
and an atomic adsorbate layer (including a phase with
a local p(
√
3 × √3)R30◦ symmetry), recent studies
have reported phases containing both less42, equally
much,12,19,21 and more19 oxygen than the p(4 × 4)
phase (cf. Table I). Many of the reactivity studies
have assumed that the catalytical properties of Ag
are associated with the p(4 × 4) structure due to the
anticipation that this phase should be predominant
under oxygen pressures similar to those under reaction
conditions.14,15 These investigations have in general
not taken into account the existence of further phases
and, hence, a much more complex phase diagram for
the Ag-O system will fundamentally change our picture
of what happens in the catalytic process. At present,
growing evidence exists that the static phases found in
surface science studies may neither be responsible for
the surface’s catalytic activity itself nor be preserved
during catalytic operation.21,64,65,66,67 The surface is
rather to be considered as a dynamic medium, the
structure of which changes in response to the changing
chemical environment. The formation and breakup of
these static Ag-O phases are still of significant interest
due to the phases’ role in the overall dynamics of the
catalytic process. Thus surface science studies with
their unprecedented ability of clarifying the atomic-scale
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2FIG. 1: (Color online) Phases of oxidized Ag(111) observed in the present study. Further phases observed previously are
specified in Table I. The STM images to the left in the panels are supplemented by the FFTs of the STM images (middle
parts of the panels) and by the theoretical LEED images simulated on the basis of the symmetry assignements (right-hand
parts). The surface directions for all images are indicated in panel (a). (a) 70 A˚× 70 A˚, 1.12 nA, 9.8 mV. The depressions are
interpreted as chemisorbed atomic oxygen with a coverage of approximately 11% of a monolayer. (b) 200 A˚× 200 A˚, 0.62 nA,
39.1 mV. p(4×5√3)rect. (c) 200 A˚×200 A˚, -1.2 nA, -92.8 mV. c(3×5√3)rect. (d) 200 A˚×200 A˚, 0.99 nA, 39.1 mV. p(4×4).
(e) 200 A˚ × 200 A˚, 0.64 nA, 110.5 mV. c(4 × 8). The inset shows the same surface phase measured with a different tip state.
60 A˚× 60 A˚, -0.34 nA, -109.6 mV. (f) 200 A˚× 200 A˚, 0.41 nA, 1250,0 mV. Stripe structure.
FIG. 2: (Color online) Coexistence of phases. 250 A˚× 250 A˚
STM image of a Ag(111) sample exposed to 5 × 10−8 Torr
atomic oxygen for 40 min at 500 K sample temperature (-
0.44 nA, -55.8 mV).
structure still retain their value and validity.
Here we present a detailed and thorough experimental
and theoretical study of oxygen adsorption on Ag(111),
with data concerning both previously observed structures
and hitherto new unobserved phases of oxidized Ag(111).
The present study shows that the p(4 × 4) phase is em-
bedded in a wider context of two additional phases, the
c(3 × 5√3)rect and p(4 × 5√3)rect structures. It is also
found that the p(4×4) structure, to our knowledge in con-
trast to the c(3 × 5√3)rect and p(4 × 5√3)rect phases,
can host foreign atoms and molecules. Finally, the ex-
istence of two more phases with a c(4 × 8) and ”stripe”
character is reported.
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
METHODS
The experiments were carried out in the STM lab-
oratory and at the vacuum ultraviolet/soft x-ray syn-
chrotron radiation facility ASTRID at Aarhus Univer-
sity. In the STM laboratory we used an ultra-high vac-
3uum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure of 1 × 10−10
Torr, equipped with standard instrumentation for sam-
ple cleaning, the Aarhus STM,68 a low-energy electron
diffractometer, and a thermal gas cracker from Oxford
Instruments for atomic oxygen exposure with a cracking
efficiency which in our experiments varied from 30% at
10−9 to 14% at 10−6 Torr total pressure. Directly con-
nected to the UHV chamber is a small and compact high
pressure cell which makes it possible to dose molecular
oxygen at pressures up to one atmosphere. After oxy-
gen exposure the sample was characterized by STM and,
in some cases, low-energy electron diffraction (LEED).
The transfer between the high pressure cell and the UHV
chamber could be accomplished within less than 15 min
of oxygen exposure. Most of the STM experiments were
performed at room temperature, although some of the
STM images were recorded at liquid nitrogen tempera-
ture, which sometimes resulted in higher spatial resolu-
tion.
For the XPS measurements the surfaces were prepared
and initially characterized in the STM chamber and then
brought to the SX-700 beamline69 of ASTRID in a vac-
uum suitcase with a base pressure better than 1 × 10−9
Torr. The pressure during transfer from the vacuum
chambers to the suitcase, which could be accomplished
within a minute, rose to in between 1×10−8 and 1×10−7
Torr. The base pressure of the UHV chamber of the SX-
700 beamline is 1 × 10−10 Torr. After the XPS mea-
surement the sample was transferred back to the STM
chamber and the status of the sample reinvestigated by
STM. The control experiments ensured that the exam-
ined structures were still present and clearly visible in the
STM, although some minor deterioration of the surface
might have occurred.
The Ag(111) surface was cleaned by repeated sput-
ter/annealing cycles. It was then oxidized by exposing it
to either atomic oxygen at partial atomic oxygen pres-
sures of 1 × 10−9 to 1 × 10−6 Torr or molecular oxygen
at pressures between 0.5 and 10 Torr. During oxygen
exposure the Ag(111) sample was held at temperatures
in between 420 and 600 K for an exposure time of 10 to
50 min. Following this recipe, the structure of the oxi-
dized surface varied with oxygen pressure, sample tem-
perature, and exposure time. As discussed below, the
prepared surface typically exhibited co-existing domains
of different surface phases. However, it was possible to
prepare single phase surfaces for some of the structures
presented below by carefully tuning the preparation pa-
rameters.
Bare et al.,9 have proposed an alternative preparation
procedure, in which the surface is exposed to NO2 at
pressures between 5 × 10−8 to 5 × 10−6 Torr, while the
sample is kept at the same temperatures as described
above. This method has also been used in a variety of
subsequent studies.11,12,43,54,63,70,71,72,73,74,75,76 Here we
do not present any results obtained on samples prepared
by this NO2 method, although we did carry out a lim-
ited number of such studies. Consistent with Carlisle
et al.,12 we were able to produce the atomic oxygen,
p(4×5√3)rect-O, and p(4×4)-O phases in these studies,
which indicates that the use of NO2 instead of atomic or
molecular oxygen does not significantly change the pic-
ture drawn up here.
All the density functional theory (DFT) calculations
reported here were carried out with the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation77 in pe-
riodic supercells within the plane-wave pseudopoten-
tial formalism as implemented in the CASTEP code.78
As discussed below, a variety of unit cells were used,
all consisting of five layer Ag(111) slabs and with fine
Monkhorst-Pack k -point meshes equivalent to at least
24×24×1 per (1×1) surface unit cell. During structure
optimizations the top layer of Ag atoms as well as the
oxide overlayer atoms were allowed to relax, whilst the
bottom four layers of Ag were held fixed. From the DFT
results simulated STM images were obtained using the
simple Tersoff-Hamann approximation.79 A “tip” height
of 2.5 A˚ above the highest atom in each overlayer for
occupied states within 2 eV of the Fermi level was used.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Overview of the observed surface structures
Figure 1 displays STM images of all the phases which
we have observed experimentally. The symmetry assign-
ments (c(3×5√3)rect, p(4×5√3)rect, and c(4×8) for the
hitherto non-assigned phases; see below for a more de-
tailed description) were derived on the basis of the STM
results. The middle parts of the panels represent the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of the STM images, while the
right-hand parts reproduce LEED simulations obtained
from the symmetry assignments provided on the basis
of the STM observations. These LEED results are in
excellent agreement with the FFTs, which lends further
credibility to the STM-based symmetry assignments for
the oxygen-induced phases.
At the lowest oxygen coverages an apparently disor-
dered arrangement of depressions is observed in the con-
stant current STM images (Fig. 1(a)). The depressions
are interpreted as atomic oxygen adsorbates, consistent
with previous studies12 and the well-known fact that oxy-
gen depletes the local density of states at the Fermi level,
leading to a depression-like appearance of atomic oxygen
on metal surfaces.80 Domains of this disordered structure
are also frequently observed to co-exist with domains of
the structures shown in Figs. 1(b) to (d).
The structure in Fig. 1(b) was previously observed by
Carlisle et al.12 and was assigned to the decomposition
of the p(4 × 4) structure in panel (d). The structure,
which we briefly mentioned in a previous report,19 has
a p(4× 5√3)rect unit cell in the convenient terminology
for rectangular symmetries on hexagonal surfaces intro-
duced by Biberian and van Hove.82 In matrix notation
the unit cell (the conventional and primitive unit cells
4TABLE I: Summary of the structures, expected oxygen cover-
age, and preparation conditions for oxygen on Ag(111). For
each preparation the first unequivocal identification (albeit
not necessarily with the correct symmetry assignment and
geometry) in literature is given. The asterisk indicates that
the structure has been observed in the present study.
Structure Oxygen Atomic Molecular NO2
coverage oxygen oxygen
Atomic oxygen ≤ 0.05 MLa ×b,∗ ×c,∗ ×a,∗
p(
√
3×√3)R30◦ 0.33 MLd ×e
p(4× 5√3)rect 0.375 ML ×f,∗ ×c,∗ ×a,∗
c(3× 5√3)rect 0.4 ML ×f,∗ ×b,∗
p(4× 4) 0.375 ML ×f,∗ ×g,∗ ×h,∗
p(7× 7) 0.37 MLi ×j
c(4× 8) 0.25 MLk ×b,∗
Stripe phase ? ×b,∗ ×b,∗
aReference 12.
bPresent work.
cReference 21.
dBased on the model in Ref. 32.
eA p(
√
3 × √3)R30◦ overlayer was identified by Mu¨ller2 on epi-
taxially grown Ag(111) films for relatively small oxygen exposures
(100 L). Later results on a Ag(111) single crystal, which show no
formation of overlayers after oxygen exposure up to 3000 L under
otherwise similar conditions, contradict these initial experiments.22
An overlayer with a local p(
√
3 × √3)R30◦ symmetry was once
again reported by Bao et al. who used STM to study Ag samples
exposed to pressures around one atmosphere for long times on the
order of days32,36 (see also Ref. 81). Overall, the observed phase
was argued to be of higher-order commensurability.
fReference 19.
gReference 5.
hReference 9.
iBased on the model in Ref. 42.
jReference 42.
kBased on the tentative model in Section III D.
are identical) is described by(
4 0
5 10
)
.
The structure in Fig. 1(c) also possesses a rectangular
symmetry with a conventional unit cell of c(3×5√3)rect
symmetry. The brighter lines from left to right are units
of the p(4 × 5√3)rect structure. We have observed that
domains of the c(3×5√3)rect structure always contain at
least small fractions of defects of p(4× 5√3)rect symme-
try, which in room temperature experiments sometimes
have been observed to move along the [11¯0] direction.
The primitive unit cell of the c(3 × 5√3)rect phase is
given by83 (
3 0
4 5
)
.
Panel (d) of Fig. 1 shows the well-known p(4×4) struc-
ture, which has been the subject of surface science inves-
tigations since the early 1970s, whereas the structures in
panels (e) and (f) are reported here for the first time. The
first of these has a c(4× 8) symmetry, while the appear-
ance of the second structure is characterized by stripes
of variable thickness along the {11¯0} surface directions.
In matrix notation the primitive unit cell of the c(4× 8)
structure is given by (
3 1
1 3
)
.
Table I summarizes the conditions, which here and in
other studies have been used to prepare the different sur-
face structures. Both the atomic and molecular oxygen
recipes are very versatile in terms of the variety of struc-
tures which can be produced. The NO2 recipe has so far
primarily been used to prepare oxidized Ag(111) surfaces
covered entirely by the p(4×4) structure.9,11,12,20,43 The
present results show that also the p(4 × 5√3)rect struc-
ture can be produced by exposing the Ag(111) crystal to
NO2. Due to the similarity of the p(4×4), p(4×5
√
3)rect,
and c(3 × 5√3)rect structures (see below) it can be ex-
pected that it also is possible to form the latter using
NO2, while it is more difficult to draw conclusions along
these lines regarding the remaining structures.
For most preparation conditions a variety of co-existing
surface structures appear. Only for the preparation con-
ditions summarized in Table II we were able to obtain
single-phase or close-to single-phase surfaces. The oth-
erwise observed co-existence of different surfaces struc-
tures is illustrated in Fig. 2, which displays an STM im-
age recorded after exposing the surface to 5× 10−8 Torr
atomic oxygen at 500 K for 40 min. In this STM image
the p(4×5√3)rect, c(3×5√3)rect, p(4×4), c(4×8), and
stripe structures are found to co-exist within a 250 A˚
× 250 A˚ area of the surface. It is observed that the
p(4 × 5√3)rect, c(3 × 5√3)rect, and p(4 × 4) structures
have very similar STM appearances with respect to their
height profiles (brightness), whereas the STM height pro-
file for the the c(4 × 8) structure is much lower. As
will be seen and discussed in further detail below this
reflects that the atomic geometries of the p(4×5√3)rect,
c(3 × 5√3)rect, and p(4 × 4) structures are indeed very
similar.
B. Ag6/Ag10 building block structures
The STM images of the p(4×5√3)rect, c(3×5√3)rect,
and p(4 × 4) phases in Figs. 1(b-d) are characterized by
ordered arrays of unresolved bright features. Higher res-
olution images are depicted in Figs. 3(a), (c), and (e).
From these it is seen that the bright features contain
atomic sub-structure. In the case of the c(3 × 5√3)rect
phase a particular tip state even allowed all Ag atoms in
the overlayer to be resolved (inset of panel (c)). For the
5TABLE II: Summary of the preparation conditions, for which surfaces were obtained characterized by the predominance of a
single phase.
Structure Oxidizing agent Pressure Sample temperature Exposure time
p(4× 5√3)rect Atomic O 5× 10−9 Torr 500 K 10 min
p(4× 5√3)rect + bare Ag(111) Atomic O 1× 10−8 Torr 450 - 500 K 5 - 15 min
c(3× 5√3)recta Atomic O 1× 10−7 Torr 500 K 10 - 20 min
p(4× 4) O2 10 Torr 500 K 10 min
Stripes Atomic O 1× 10−6 Torr 500 K 10 min
aContained ”defects” of the p(4×5√3)rect phase (cf. Figure 1(c)).
c(3 × 5√3)rect and p(4 × 4) phases the arrangement of
the silver and oxygen atoms has already been discussed in
detail in Ref. 19. In brief, both structures are built from
close-to identical elements of Ag6 triangles with the Ag
atoms of a single Ag6 all located either in fcc or hcp sites.
Each primitive unit cell contains one fcc triangle and one
hcp triangle. The site difference implies a slight asymme-
try between the two triangles of a dimer, which, at least
for the p(4 × 4) phase, is by DFT shown to be further
enhanced by small rotations in converse directions for the
fcc and hcp triangles20,43 [cf. Fig.4]. Indeed, for certain
tip states fcc triangles and hcp triangles are imaged dif-
ferently in STM, as is illustrated in Figure 5(a-b). On
the basis of the STM measurements we thus propose the
structural models depicted in Figures 3(b) and (d). It is
difficult to provide a detailed assignment for the location
of the oxygen atoms, which normally are not visible in
STM due to the depletion of the local density of states
at the Fermi level typical for oxygen (see, however, below
for an example in which some oxygen density is visible).
For the c(3 × 5√3)rect and p(4 × 4) phases the oxygen
atom positions were derived by evaluating a large vari-
ety of different structures in DFT calculations.19,20 The
positions of the oxygen atoms in the thus derived struc-
tural models have been included in the models shown
in Fig. 3(b) and (d), which were suggested on the basis
of the experimental STM results. Figures 4(a) and (b)
show the structural models emerging from the calcula-
tions. Particulary noteworthy are the converse rotations
of the Ag6 triangles in the p(4×4) structure already men-
tioned above. The STM simulations, which correspond
to the calculated structures, are shown in panels (d) and
(e) and are found to be in good agreement with the exper-
imental STM results in Figure 3(a) and (c). The DFT
adsorption energies (eV/O) are provided in Table III.
They are seen to be the same to within the uncertainty
of the DFT results.
The arrangement of the Ag atoms in the p(4×5√3)rect
structure in Figure 3(e) can be understood from an ex-
tension of the Ag6 building block model for the c(3 ×
5
√
3)rect and p(4 × 4) phases. The larger triangles con-
stitute an additional Ag10 building block, which typi-
cally appears in dimer form, again with half of the sil-
ver atoms in fcc and the other half in hcp sites. In the
pure p(4× 5√3)rect phase the Ag6 and Ag10 dimers are
then arranged as depicted in Fig. 3(f). It is notewor-
thy that the p(4× 5√3)rect structure appears as a mix-
ture of the p(4 × 4) and c(3 × 5√3)rect overlayers, with
the voids between four Ag10 and two Ag6 triangles being
c(3 × 5√3)rect-like (dark arrow in Fig. 3(f)) and those
between four Ag6 and two Ag10 being p(4× 4)-like (light
arrow).
As in the cases of the p(4×4) and c(3×5√3)rect phases
discussed above the oxygen atoms incorporated into the
p(4×5√3)rect structure are normally not visible in STM.
Again, we carried out DFT calculations for a large num-
ber of different arrangements of both oxygen and silver
atoms to find the most stable arrangement of surface
atoms. This search also included geometries which devi-
ated from the experimentally derived Ag6/Ag10 building
block structure. Among the investigated structures, the
one displayed in Figure 3(f) was found to be the most
stable one. The model is indeed based on the two dif-
ferent building blocks suggested above on the basis of
the STM results. The oxygen atoms reside in the same
sites as for the p(4 × 4) and c(3 × 5√3)rect phases, a
finding which lends further credibility to the proposed
model. The DFT oxygen adsorption energy (eV/O) (cf.
Table III) is seen to be the same, to within the DFT
uncertainty, as that of the other two Ag6 building block
structures.
Fig. 4 contains the final structural models for all three
Ag6/Ag10 phases in panels (a)-(c). The Figure also shows
that the Tersoff-Hamann (TH) STM simulations are in
good agreement with the STM results. In particular, the
TH STM simulations reproduce the experimentally ob-
served high apparent height of the silver atoms in the cen-
ters of the Ag6/Ag10 triangles, which are characterized
by a high silver coordination. The lower-Ag-coordinated
edge atoms and even more so the corner atoms of the Ag
triangles have a much lower local density of states inten-
sity and therefore appear lower than the triangle center
atoms. We also note that by slightly modifying the simu-
lated tip apex height and bias conditions we are not only
6FIG. 3: (Color online) (a), (c), (e) STM images and (b), (d), (f) experimentally derived structures of the Ag6/Ag10 building
block structures. The structural models for the p(4 × 4) and c(3 × 5√3)rect phases in panels (b) and (d) also contain the in
Ref. 19 theoretically derived positions of the oxygen atoms. The red/dark gray spheres represent the oxygen, (medium) gray
the overlayer silver, and the open spheres the Ag(111) substrate atoms. The blue lines are guides for the eye indicating the Ag6
and Ag10 building blocks. (a) 35 A˚× 35 A˚, -0.42 nA, -21.7 mV. p(4× 4). (b) 35 A˚× 35 A˚, -0.40 nA, -34.2 mV. c(3× 5
√
3)rect.
(c) 35 A˚× 35 A˚, -0.38 nA, -17.4 mV. (4× 5√3)rect. The inset in panel (c) shows a highly resolved Ag6 dimer with all 12 Ag
atoms visible (-0.42 nA, -21.7 mV). The light (dark) arrows mark the voids characteristic for the p(4× 4) (c(3× 5√3)rect-like)
phase. Both types of voids are found in the p(4× 5√3)rect structure.
able to reproduce the experimentally observed triangular
appearance of the building blocks shown in Figs. 4(d-f),
but also the more spherical appearance of the bright fea-
tures in Fig. 1(b-d).
The above derived models can explain the frequently
observed alignment of defects of the p(4× 5√3)rect type
embedded in a c(3 × 5√3)rect domain. An example is
shown in Fig. 1(c). A comparison of the structural mod-
els for the p(4×5√3)rect and c(3×5√3)rect phases shows
that the local geometry of the Ag6 building blocks is very
similar in both phases, and, in particular, the distance be-
tween the Ag6 triangles along the [112¯] surface direction
is the same for both structures. Thus, an aligned line of
Ag10 triangles, which is the second building block of the
p(4× 5√3)rect structure, fits very well into a domain of
the c(3 × 5√3)rect phase. If now, in a thought exper-
iment, a single Ag10 triangle is moved from an aligned
line to an isolated position, the structural mismatch be-
tween the Ag10 and Ag6 triangles will either lead to a
reduction of the number of oxygen atoms accommodated
in the structure or, alternatively, to less favorable Ag-O
bond geometries. Either possibility will be accompanied
by an energetic cost, which, deeming from the experi-
mental results, is not fully compensated by the gain in
configurational entropy.
In Table III we compare the stoichiometries and top
layer silver and oxygen atom densities of the three
Ag6/Ag10 building block structures. Both the p(4 × 4)
and c(3 × 5√3)rect phases have a Ag2O stoichiometry,
but the c(3 × 5√3)rect has slightly higher Ag and O
atom densities than the p(4 × 4). Judging from the sto-
ichiometry the p(4 × 5√3)rect phase seems to be more
oxygen-deficient; however, the absolute oxygen density is
the same for the p(4× 4) and p(4× 5√3)rect structures,
while the Ag density is increased for the p(4× 5√3)rect
and reaches the same level as in the c(3 × 5√3)rect. It
7FIG. 4: (Color online) (a) to (c) Final geometrical models of
the building block structures p(4 × 4), c(3 × 5√3)rect, and
p(4× 5√3)rect. (d) to (f) Tersoff-Hamann simulations of the
structures in (a) to (c). The dark (light) gray spheres rep-
resent Ag atoms in the overlayer (substrate) and the smaller
red spheres O atoms. The blue lines are guides for the eye
indicating the Ag6 and Ag10 building blocks.
is thus not correct to view the p(4 × 5√3)rect phase as
a decomposition phase of the p(4 × 4), as suggested by
Carlisle et al.12 While this characterization applies to the
p(4×5√3)rect in relationship to the c(3×5√3)rect phase,
the p(4×5√3)rect structures rather corresponds to a Ag-
rich reconstruction of the p(4× 4) structure.
From the similar geometrical arrangements of the sil-
ver and oxygen atoms in the three Ag6/Ag10 building
block structures as revealed in the STM images it seems
likely that the electronic and chemical characteristics of
these phases should be very similar. This is corrobo-
rated by the O 1s x-ray photoelectron spectra depicted in
Fig. 6. Within the measuremental uncertainty of 0.1 eV
the O 1s binding energies are the same for all three struc-
tures (528.5 eV) and they agree quite well with previous
FIG. 5: (Color online) Building block structures imaged with
special tip states. (a) and (b) Imaging conditions which let the
hcp and fcc Ag6 triangles appear differently. (a) 100×100 A˚2,
0.54 nA, 9.8 mV. (b) 100× 100 A˚2, 0.85 nA, 55 mV. (c) and
(d) Images of the same area in (c) normal imaging mode and
(d) oxygen imaging mode. 47 × 37 A˚2. (c) 1.48 nA, 55 mV.
(d) 1.49 nA, 55 mV.
measurements on the p(4×4) phase8 (528.1 eV), although
they are about 0.4 eV higher in energy (they are more
similar to the recent measurement by Reichelt et al.,21
who report a binding energy of 528.3 eV). However, the
O 1s peak observed for the p(4× 4) phase prepared from
atomic oxygen is located at 528.7 eV, and this upwards
shift in energy we cannot explain at present. It is fur-
ther noted that all spectra contain a high energy compo-
nent at energies between 530.1 and 530.5 eV. This peak
is particularly pronounced for the p(4 × 4) phase pre-
pared using molecular oxygen, i.e., at an elevated pres-
sure. Previously, O 1s features at high binding energy
have been assigned to both carbonates10,21,84, a reactive
oxygen species or chemisorbed oxygen9,10,21, and – for
the Ag(110), Ag(210), and Ag(111) surfaces as well as
polycrystalline silver foil – to subsurface or bulk-dissolved
oxygen.36,56,84,85,86 Considering that contaminations re-
leased from the reactor walls are common in high pressure
experiments such as used in the molecular oxygen prepa-
ration of the p(4× 4) phase (10 Torr in the present case)
it seems most likely that a large part of the peak is re-
lated to carbonates. On the basis of the available data we
cannot, however, provide a conclusive assignment of this
high binding energy O 1s peak. Indeed, it is fully pos-
sible that this peak contains contributions from several
different oxygen species.
Finally it is noted, that it is sometimes possible to
directly image some of the surface oxygen density in the
STM images (see, e.g., also Ref. 87). As stated above,
8FIG. 6: O 1s x-ray photoelectron spectra of the indicated
preparations. The specifications ”molecular oxygen” and
”atomic oxygen” refer to which preparation method was used
(cf. Table I).
for normal STM tunneling conditions oxygen adsorbed
on Ag is not easily identified in the STM images, but, as
demonstrated in Figure 5(d) for a mixed c(3×√5)rect/
p(4 × √5)rect surface, rare tip states seem to enhance
those oxygen atoms which are coordinated by four top
layer silver atoms. The oxygen atoms are identified from
a comparison to the STM image in normal imaging mode
in Figure 5(c) and the structural models in Figure 3(d-
f). In this special tip state image the silver atoms of the
smaller Ag6 triangles are not imaged at all, while the
centers of the Ag10 triangles appear nearly as bright as
the fourfold-coordinated oxygen atoms. The threefold-
coordinated oxygens, however, remain invisible even for
the special tip state.
C. The p(4× 4) phase as a host-guest structure
In Figure 7 STM images of the p(4 × 4) phase are
shown, which were recorded at varying bias voltages. As
shown in panel (a), at the lowest biases of approximately
−15 meV the STM image exhibits the typical honey-
comb appearance with the structural voids displayed as
depressions (cf. the atomic model in Fig. 3(b)). When
the bias is increased to about −1000 mV a fraction of
the voids appears filled (panel (b)). At the highest bi-
ases used, around −2000 mV, the fillings already visible
at the intermediate bias are now the brightest features in
the STM image, while other voids display fillings with a
smaller apparent height in the image [panel (c)]. Only a
very minor fraction of voids seem to be unfilled.
We frequently observed the presence of fillings in the
voids of the p(4 × 4) structure; indeed, it is likely that
they are an inherent feature of the p(4 × 4) phase. The
fillings are most easily imaged at elevated biases of both
tunneling polarities. At low biases they normally re-
main unobserved, and, thus, their absence in STM im-
ages recorded at low biases does not imply their absence
from the surface. The fillings occur in preparations from
both atomic and molecular oxygen, but we cannot clar-
ify here whether they exist for preparations from NO2,
as well. Interestingly, we have not seen any such filling
for the p(4×5√3)rect phase, although it – in contrast to
the c(3× 5√3)rect structure – contains the same kind of
voids as visible from the structural models in Fig. 3.
We suggest that the fillings are related to adsorbate
species in the voids of the p(4 × 4) phase. Since we ob-
served such fillings both directly after preparation of the
surface by either atomic or molecular oxygen as well as
after measurements for a time span of several hours, it
seems unlikely that rest gas contamination can be made
responsible for the fillings. Nonetheless, at present we
cannot specify the chemical nature of the fillings and we
can just note that the observation of the fillings suggests
an interesting host-guest character of the p(4× 4) phase,
which would deserve a more systematic study.
D. The c(4× 8) and stripe structure
Finally we would like to discuss two additional struc-
tures not observed previously. These are the c(4×8) and
stripe phases of Figure 1(e-f). In both cases it is difficult
to provide the exact details of the atomic scale struc-
tures. The reasons are that for the c(4× 8) structure we
have so far not been able to find a recipe for preparing
a single phase c(4 × 8) surface, and for the stripe struc-
ture there exists a larger manifold of similar, co-existing
structures. The difficulty in preparing surfaces covered
by a single coherent structure have prevented the use of
averaging techniques such as LEED, which would have
resulted in useful additional information. In the follow-
ing we therefore limit ourselves to primarily describing
the characteristics of the structures to the extent they
could be extracted from the STM data.
Starting with the c(4× 8) structure, its symmetry as-
signment was derived from comparing its unit cell with
those of other phases appearing in the same STM image.
Such a comparison is shown in Fig. 8(a). The correct-
ness of the assignment is supported by the good agree-
9TABLE III: Stoichiometry, top layer Ag and O atom densities, and DFT adsorption energies Eads of the here described O/Ag
overlayers. The data for the c(4 × 8) structure are tentative, since the geometry model presented in the text so far has not
been confirmed by further experimental and/or theoretical methods. Eads is defined as in Reference 1.
Stoichiometry Ag density O density Eads (eV/O)
p(4× 4) Ag2O 0.104 A˚−2 (0.75 ML) 0.052 A˚−2 (0.375 ML) 0.46
c(3× 5√3)rect Ag2O 0.111 A˚−2 (0.80 ML) 0.055 A˚−2 (0.40 ML) 0.39
p(4× 5√3)rect Ag2O0.94 0.111 A˚−2 (0.80 ML) 0.052 A˚−2 (0.375 ML) 0.42
c(4× 8) Ag2O1.6 0.043 A˚−2 (0.31 ML) 0.035 A˚−2 (0.25 ML)
FIG. 7: (Color online) The p(4× 4) phase as a host–guest architecture. The images were recorded on a sample prepared using
atomic oxygen. (a) 90 A˚ × 90 A˚, -0.35 nA, -15.9 mV. (b) 90 A˚ × 90 A˚, -0.43 nA, -1030.3 mV. (c) 90 A˚ × 90 A˚, -0.44 nA,
-2024.2 mV. (a) and (c) were recorded at the same time (forward and backwards movements of the tip). (b) was recorded
immediately prior to (a) and (c), and it was also accompanied by a simultaneous recording at low bias (-33 V). The latter image
showed the same characteristics as the image in panel (a). The sample positions differ slightly between (a)/(c) and (b) due
to thermal drift; the spatial relationship can, however, be inferred from the pattern of the hexagon fillings. Identical absolute
positions have been marked by a cross.
ment between the FFT of the STM image and the LEED
simulation based on the c(4× 8) unit cell in Figure 1(e).
Since oxygen typically is invisible in the STM images it
is assumed that the bright features in the more highly re-
solved STM images of the c(4× 8) structure correspond
to silver atoms, cf. Fig. 8(b). This assignment leads us
to suggest the tentative top layer Ag atom geometry de-
picted in Fig. 8(c). It is the only geometry for which the
bright features in the experimental image can be brought
into coincidence with lattice sites. In this model, 20% of
the top layer silver atoms reside in bridging sites, while
the remaining silver atoms are found in both hcp and fcc
hollow sites.
The ring-formed depressions around the Ag atoms in
bridging sites indicate that the Ag atoms are surrounded
by oxygen atoms. The placement of four oxygen atoms
in the dark ring leads to the detailed geometry shown
in Figure 8(d). In this geometry the coordination of the
silver atoms by other top layer silver atoms is much lower
than in the building block structures described in section
III B. In these structures silver atoms with a low silver
coordination such as the corner atoms of the Ag6/Ag10
triangles were imaged with a reduced apparent height as
compared to the fully silver-coordinated silver atoms in
the centers of the triangles. As seen clearly in Figure 8(a),
also the c(4×8) phase is characterized by a much smaller
apparent height than the brightest features of the p(4×4)
phase. We take this as an indication that the c(4 × 8)
structure indeed is more highly oxidized than any of the
building block structures.
The suggested structure for the c(4 × 8) phase pos-
sesses a Ag5O4 (Ag2O1.6) stoichiometry (cf. Table III).
A very similar structure was observed previously for a
Pd5O4 surface oxide.88 A major difference between the
present and the Pd oxide case is, however, the full com-
mensurability of the Ag5O4 unit cell, while the Pd5O4 is
incommensurate in one surface direction. It is seen that
the proposed stoichiometry for the c(4× 8) is more rem-
iniscent of AgO than Ag2O and that the density of Ag
and O atoms is much lower in the c(4×8) as compared to
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FIG. 8: (Color online) STM images and geometrical models
of the c(4× 8) phase. The colors are as in Figure 3, with the
addition that the darkest gray sphere represent the Ag atoms
which appear isolated in the STM images. (a) 200 A˚×200 A˚,
-0.40 nA, -185.8 mV. The c(4 × 8) is here found to occur
simultaneously with the p(4 × 4) phase. The large parallel-
ograms depict arrays of four conventional unit cells of the
c(4 × 8) structure. The superposition of the parallelogram
onto the p(4×4) phase confirms the (4×8) assignment, since
each unit cell is seen to comprise two p(4× 4) unit cells. (b)
60 A˚× 60 A˚, -0.34 nV, -109.6 mV. (c) Tentative geometry of
the Ag atomes in the c(4× 8) structure. The parallelograms
in (b) to (d) show both the conventional and primitive unit
cells.
the Ag6/Ag10 building block structures. This difference
in stoichiometry and Ag and O densities in comparison
to the p(4×4), c(3×5√3), and p(4×5√3) phases is sur-
prising in view of the coexistence of these structures such
as those in Figure 2. At present we cannot satisfactorily
explain this finding.
Now turning to the stripe phase, we would first like to
again emphasize that there exists a larger number of co-
existing structures which appear as stripes in the STM
measurements. Probably these structures have similar,
but not exactly equal atomic geometries. That the ge-
ometries indeed differ between different domains of the
stripe phase is quite obvious from a comparison of the
displayed domains in Figs. 1(f) and 9. The common de-
nominator of the domains is the occurrence of stripes
along {11¯0}, but the arrangement and apparent height
of the stripes are not always the same.
While it was difficult in general to obtain high reso-
lution STM images on extended domains of stripe char-
acter, this was sometimes possible on smaller domains
embedded in other structures. Figure 9 provides exam-
FIG. 9: (Color online) STM images of the stripe phase. (a)
200 A˚×200 A˚, -0.41 nA, -25.0 mV. (b) 75 A˚×75 A˚, -0.47 nA,
58 mV.
ples of such high-resolution STM images. We tentatively
assume that the protruding features of these images are
silver atoms. Along the {11¯0} directions the distance be-
tween these features corresponds to the Ag(111) nearest-
neighbor distance b = 2.89 A˚. In the perpendicular direc-
tion the distances of the rows is, however, not a multiple
of
√
3b, as might have been expected. By comparison
to the surrounding surface covered by domains of the
p(4× 4), c(3× 5√3)rect, and p(4× 5√3)rect phases it is
estimated that the repetitive unit rather comprises four
stripes and that this unit has a width of 4
√
3b. In such a
unit cell it is not possible to place all the silver atoms in
the same lattice site. The differing brightness of adjacent
stripes supports this conclusion.
The position of the oxygen atoms in the stripe phase
cannot be specified in any detail from an analysis of the
STM results. It seems likely that oxygen atoms reside in
between the bright stripes. The XPS data in Figure 6
indicate that the oxygen content is considerably higher
than in the p(4 × 4) and c(3 × 5√3)rect phases. Simi-
lar to the c(4× 8) structure and the corner atoms of the
triangles in the building block structures, the stripes are
imaged at a smaller apparent height compared to that of
the adjacent domains of primarily c(3×5√3)rect symme-
try in panel (a) of Figure 9 and primarily p(4×4) in panel
(b). This suggests that the silver coordination of the Ag
atoms of the stripe phase is smaller than that of the Ag
atoms in the centers of the triangles of the building block
structures, which indicates a higher oxygen coordination
and thus a higher oxygen content of the stripe phase.
However, at present, we refrain from a more quantitative
analysis, partly since it is unclear to what extent the XPS
data represent fully covered surfaces and partly since the
STM data cannot provide any more detailed informa-
tion. It is noted, though, that metal/oxygen structure
with quite a high oxygen content and exhibiting a stripe
appearance have been observed on other metal surfaces
such as Pt(110).89
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown from an interplay of STM and XPS
experiments and DFT calculations that the oxidation of
the Ag(111) surface may be structurally more complex
than previously anticipated. Depending on the prepa-
ration conditions – oxidation agent, dose, and pressure,
exposure time, and sample temperature during and af-
ter exposure – a large variety of different structures are
found, essentially all of which may coexist. Among these
phases we have identified a number of structures, which
are formed from Ag6/Ag10 fundamental building blocks.
This group of structures comprises both the renowned
p(4 × 4) surface as well as two phases of c(3 × 5√3)rect
and p(4×5√3)rect symmetry. The p(4×5√3)rect struc-
ture had been observed previously,12 but we have devised
a structural model which is in line with the geometries for
the p(4× 4) (Refs. 19 and 20) and c(3× 5√3)rect phases
(Ref. 19) proposed recently and discussed in more de-
tail here. In addition, we have observed two additional
structures of c(4× 8) and stripe character.
The present results suggest that a complex coexistence
of oxide and oxygen adsorbate overlayers with varying
contents of oxygen may form under the conditions of in-
dustrial oxidation catalysis. This is in contrast to the
prevalent perception that the p(4 × 4) phase alone rep-
resents an adequate model for the surface under such
conditions. It is conceivable that the complexity of the
phase diagram has a profound influence on the dynamics
of the catalytic process. Hence, although an increased
understanding of the structure of the oxidized silver sur-
face is presently being obtained as demonstrated in this
and other studies,19,20,21,42,43,63 we are still far from a de-
tailed understanding of the oxidized silver surface under
reaction conditions. It appears likely that the structure
of the silver oxide surface may vary in response to changes
in the gas composition and the chemical potential of the
reaction intermediates.
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